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0. **Introduction.**  **Contents of this report.**

We congratulate the University of California on its centenary and are pleased to contribute this report in its honor. Our title is actually a slight misnomer, since the work we shall describe begins with the 1948 paper of Shannon [141].

Information theory covers a multitude of subjects (the cynic might say sins) and we would like here briefly to indicate what this report will and will not cover. It will concern itself entirely with what is often called probabilistic coding theory. Algebraic coding theory, which could properly be considered a branch of information theory, will not be included because it is largely outside the competence of the authors. Although algebraic coding theory and probabilistic coding theory are parallel and complementary in one sense, their spirits and methods are very different. There are other mathematical disciplines which are often incorrectly lumped under information theory, principally because they use entropy function as a tool. It would be as incorrect to classify them under information theory as it would be to call any theory integration theory simply because it involves the use of the integral as a tool. Thus we shall not discuss the problems in ergodic theory which have been solved by using entropy as an invariant, nor problems of packing in function spaces, nor the entropy of stochastic processes, nor the various systems of
axiomatizing entropy.

Appended to this paper is a bibliography which is reasonably complete, though not exhaustive. It is obviously impossible for us to discuss every one of these papers, particularly as the editors of this volume, of necessity, have subjected us to precise space limitations. The choice open to us was therefore either to write an introductory exposition of information theory or a very technical paper for specialists. The first of these choices seemed to us not to be in keeping with the spirit of this volume, and the second would result in a paper which could be read only by a small group who might have little need for reading it. We have therefore decided to compromise between the two choices. We shall discuss a number of basic, typical, and important subjects, which will enable the non-specialist reader to get some of the flavor and some understanding of the theory, without at the same time completely boring the specialist reader. We can only hope that this compromise will not cause us to fail on both counts.

In order to avoid invidious comparisons and for other reasons, we have decided to omit actual citation of references in the text. There are only two exceptions to this. One, a very minor one, is where we cite two papers with seemingly contradictory results, because we wish to warn the reader that they deal with different versions of a problem discussed below. The other, the major exception, is to refer freely to the name and papers of C.E. Shannon, whose truly brilliant work founded the theory and produced many of its important results.
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1. Discrete memoryless channels.

Let $A^* = \{1, \ldots, a\}$ and $B^* = \{1, \ldots, b\}$ be, respectively, the input and output alphabets. The alphabet that we use in everyday life consists of 26 Latin letters, 10 numerical symbols, various punctuation marks, and a space between words, which is itself a punctuation mark. The alphabets $A^*$ and $B^*$ are essentially no different and no less general. To avoid the trivial, we assume that both $a$ and $b$ are greater than 1.

Any sequence of $n$ letters, or elements, from $A^*$ (respectively, from $B^*$) is called a transmitted or sent $n$-sequence (respectively, a received $n$-sequence). In any one discussion, $n$ will be fixed. The sender transmits $n$-sequences over a channel. When he sends such a sequence, say $u_o$, the receiver receives a chance received $n$-sequence; that is, the sequence received depends upon chance. Call the chance received $n$-sequence $v(u_o)$. Its distribution depends on $u_o$ and the channel. In fact, for mathematical purposes the channel is simply the function

$$P(v(u_o) = v_o),$$

that is, the probability that, when the $n$-sequence $u_o$ is sent, the chance received sequence should be $v_o$; this function is defined for any transmitted $n$-sequence $u_o$ and any received $n$-sequence $v_o$. When necessary to avoid confusion, dependence on $n$ should be indicated. Usually the function (1.1) is defined for every $n$.

One of the simplest and most important of all channels is the discrete memoryless channel (dmc). It is described by means of a channel probability function (cpf) $w(j|i)$, defined for every $i \in A^*$ and every $j \in B^*$. This can be any function for which always $w(j|i) > 0$ and...
Different functions \( w \) define different dmcs. Let

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_0 &= (a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n), \\
    v_0 &= (b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_n).
\end{align*}
\]

Then

\[
\Pr(v(u_0) = v_0) = \prod_{k=1}^{n} w(b_k | a_k).
\]

We see that \( w(j|i) \) can be regarded as the probability that, when the letter \( i \) is sent, the letter \( j \) is received. In that case, the individual letters received are independently distributed.

We now define the notion of codes which is basic in information theory. A code \( (n, N, \lambda) \), where \( n \) is the length of each word, \( N \) is the length of the code, and \( \lambda \) is the maximum probability of error, is a system

\( (1.2) \)

\[
\{(u_1, A_1), \ldots, (u_N, A_N)\},
\]

where \( u_1, \ldots, u_N \) are transmitted n-sequences, \( A_1, \ldots, A_N \) are disjoint sets of received n-sequences, and

\( (1.3) \)

\[
\Pr(v(u_i) \in A_i) \geq 1-\lambda, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N.
\]

A code is used as follows: When the sender wishes to send the \( i \)th message, he sends \( u_i \). When the message received lies in \( A_j \), the receiver concludes that the \( j \)th message was sent. If the message received does not lie in any \( A_j \), he may draw any conclusion he wishes about the message that has been sent. The probability
that any message sent will be correctly understood by the receiver is at least $1 - \lambda$.

One general problem is this: For various channels of interest, given $n$ and $\lambda$, $0 < \lambda < 1$, how big can $N$ be? Most of the known results are asymptotic in $n$.

The closely related problem of constructing the codes whose existence is guaranteed by the theorems that will be cited below is as yet only partially solved.

Any vector with nonnegative components that add to 1 may be called a probability distribution. A probability distribution on $A^*$ (respectively on $B^*$) will have a (respectively $b$) components.

The entropy of a probability distribution $\pi$,

$$\pi = (\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_c),$$

is defined to be

$$(1.4) \quad H(\pi) = - \sum_{i=1}^{c} \pi_i \log_2 \pi_i.$$  

Logarithms to the base 2 are used for historical reasons only, and any other base would do as well. If $\pi_i = 0$, the $i$th term of the right-hand member of (1.4) is defined to be 0. This last convention always applies. The entropy function has many important combinatorial properties which are essential in the statement and proofs of most coding theorems.

Let $N(n, \lambda)$ be the length of the longest code (i.e., of maximum length) of word length $n$ and maximum probability of error $\lambda$. Obviously $N(n, \lambda)$ is a monotonically non-decreasing function.
of \( \lambda \). Yet the following remarkable theorem holds:

\[
(1.5) \quad \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \log_2 N(n, \lambda) = C,
\]

where \( C \) is a constant, independent of \( \lambda \), given by

\[
(1.6) \quad \max_{\tau} [H(\tau') - \sum_i \tau_i H(w(\cdot | i))],
\]

where

\[
(1.7) \quad \tau' = W \tau,
\]

\( W \) is the matrix with \( w(j|i) \) the element in the \( j \)th row and \( i \)th column, and \( \tau \) and \( \tau' \) are probability distributions (column vectors) on \( A^n \) and \( B^n \), respectively. The number \( C \) is called the capacity of the channel. One can say even more! There exists a positive function \( K(\lambda) \) of \( \lambda \) such that, for any \( n \), there exists a code such that

\[
(1.8) \quad N > \exp_2 \{nC - \sqrt{n} K(\lambda)\}
\]

and there does not exist a code such that

\[
(1.9) \quad N > \exp_2 \{nC + \sqrt{n} K(\lambda)\}.
\]

(1.8) is called a coding theorem and (1.9) is called its strong converse. The weaker result, that always

\[
(1.10) \quad N(n, \lambda) < \exp_2 \left\{ \frac{nC + 1}{1-\lambda} \right\}
\]

is called a weak converse.
A channel other than the one given by the product of the values of \( w(\cdot | \cdot) \) and may have different alphabets. Whenever, for such a channel, (1.5) is satisfied, we shall call \( C \) the capacity of the channel. Contrary to popular belief, not all channels have a capacity. Most "reasonable" channels of interest do.

There are different and very interesting methods of proof of (1.8) and (1.9), but lack of space prevents us doing more than barely mentioning them. One method of proving (1.8) is based on the fact that if a code is chosen at random (\(!\)), by a reasonable and easily specified random process, the average error (of decoding) is very small. (This proves the existence of at least one code, and in a sense implies that "most" codes have a small probability of error!\) In a second method of proving (1.8) the code is built up seriatim and arbitrarily until its prolongation is impossible; the code is then shown to have the desired length. (This again suggests that "most" codes are "good".) A third method involves a method of actually counting sequences. This last method can also be used to prove the strong converse. Another method of proving the strong converse essentially replaces counting sequences by measuring their volume. Finally the weak converse is proved by a simple and ingenious manipulation of entropies. Modifications and combinations of these methods are usually adapted to other channels. The proofs show up the combinatorial significance of the various entropies which occur in the statements and proofs of the theorems.
Consider now the channel with the following difference: Suppose the sender can look over the receiver's shoulder and see what the latter is receiving. The sender can choose subsequent letters to be sent in order to correct previous reception, but he can communicate with the receiver only over the channel. The capacity of this channel is the same as if there were no feedback. This channel could occur if an earthly expedition landed on the moon. Naturally the power of the latter's transmission apparatus could not be great. The receiving station on earth, however, would have almost limitless power and could report with essentially perfect feedback the message actually received.

The term discrete is of engineering origin and really means finite. Channels which are not discrete have infinite input or output alphabets or both. The infinite alphabets may be countable or not. The usual method of treating such channels is to approximate their alphabets by finite alphabets. This is not always possible and often difficulties are encountered. When the alphabets are not denumerable measure-theoretic questions also arise.

Some references for this section:
[14], [21], [27], [28], [29], [40], [41], [45], [49], [54], [56], [61], [64], [83], [85], [86], [91], [94], [96], [98], [99], [101], [107], [112], [124], [128], [129], [132], [141], [143], [144], [160], [161], [162], [170], [173], [174], [175], [184].
2. Compound channels.

Consider now a dmc with this difference: Instead of a single cpf \( w \) there is given a set \( S^* \) of cpf's, say \( S^* = \{ w(\cdot | \cdot | s), \ s \in S \} \). Here the third index, \( s \), distinguishes the cpf. The set \( S^* \) may have infinitely many elements. For each \( s \), \( w(j|i|s) \) is a cpf defined for \( i = 1, \ldots, a \) and \( j = 1, \ldots, b \). The compound channel transmits as follows: Each word of \( n \) letters (\( n \)-sequence) is transmitted according to some cpf in \( S^* \); the cpf may vary arbitrarily in \( S^* \) from one such word to another.

Let \( P_s \) now denote probability according to the cpf \( w(\cdot | \cdot | s) \). A code \( (u_N, A) \) for the compound channel is a system (1.2) with all the requirements, except that (1.3) is replaced by the stronger requirement

\[
P_s \{ v(u_i) \in A_i \} \geq 1 - \lambda, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N; \ s \in S.
\]

Thus, even if Maxwell's demon tried maliciously to vary the cpf so as to make things as difficult as possible, the probability that any word sent would be incorrectly understood by the receiver is \( \leq \lambda \).

The question is, how long can codes be and still meet this stronger requirement (2.1)? It must be borne in mind that the cpf's in \( S^* \) may be very "antithetical" to each other. The fact is that theorems exactly like those for the dmc hold for the compound channel. Thus the maximum length of the code depends on a constant called (as in the case of dmc) the capacity \( C_1 \) say) of the compound channel.

If \( C_1 \) were 0 in most cases, little could be done with a compound channel. Let \( C(s) \) be the capacity of the dmc with the
single cpf \( \hat{w}(\cdot|\cdot|s) \). Define

\[
C_2 = \inf_{s \in S} C(s) = \inf_{s \in S} \max_{\pi} \left\{ H(\pi'|s) - \sum_{i=1}^{a} \pi_{i} H[\hat{w}(\cdot|1|s)] \right\}.
\]

Then obviously we have \( C_1 \leq C_2 \), for the demon could use the "worst" cpf for every word, that is, the one with the smallest capacity. (If \( S \) is an infinite set and there is no worst cpf, one uses a cpf with a capacity arbitrarily close to the infimum.) The fact is that

\[
C_1 = \max_{\pi} \inf_{s \in S} \left\{ H(\pi'|s) - \sum_{i=1}^{a} \pi_{i} H[\hat{w}(\cdot|1|s)] \right\},
\]

and, surprisingly and pleasantly, \( C_1 \) is not 0 unless \( C_2 \) is 0. Thus \( C_1 \) is not 0 unless \( S^* \) contains a cpf whose capacity is 0 (or a sequence whose capacities approach 0).

Consider now a compound channel as above except that the receiver now knows which cpf is being used (but the sender does not). It has been shown that the capacity of this channel is also \( C_1 \). Thus knowledge of the cpf by the receiver alone does not increase the capacity!

Consider the compound channel as above, except that the cpf is now known to the sender but not to the receiver. The capacity is then \( C_2 \), which in general is greater than \( C_1 \).

In all of the above results \( S^* \) may contain infinitely many elements, indeed, non-denumerably infinitely many elements, and the cpf is chosen arbitrarily at the beginning of transmission of each word by the "jammer". Nevertheless, the fact that the same
cpf (although arbitrarily chosen) is used for every letter of the word has essentially the effect that, to a satisfactory approximation, the set $S^0$ can be replaced by a finite set or at least one with $2^{\alpha \sqrt{n}}$ cpf's, where $\alpha$ is suitably chosen. This is always an essential step of the proof. Suppose now that the cpf varies arbitrarily from letter to letter of a word. The above reduction is now no longer possible, previously used methods no longer apply, and the problem becomes very difficult. Partial results have been proved in [84] and a complete solution announced without proof in [34]. Since a theorem announced in [34] is incompatible with a result proved in [84] it is clear that the channels treated are not the same. While awaiting publication of the results announced in [34] and [35] one can repeat, without fear of contradiction, that the problems involved in these "arbitrarily varying channels" are very difficult.

Suppose that the cpf varies arbitrarily from letter to letter, but with some limitations. For example, suppose that the number of changes from one cpf to another is not greater than a fixed multiple of $n^\alpha$, $\alpha < 1$. In the latter case it is easy to prove that the problem can be reduced (and hence solved) to the (compound) case where the same cpf governs the transmission of each letter.

We spoke of the above problems as if neither the sender nor the receiver knew the cpf. Of course the problem of arbitrarily varying channels has been studied where either or both know the cpf for each letter. In fact, the capacity of the channel where both know the arbitrarily varying cpf is the smallest of the cpf's in the set $S^0$.

*Randomized codes are used in [34] but are not admitted in [84].
Perhaps this is the time briefly to mention the question of randomization. Conceivably the sender could use randomized encoding, i.e., each sender's message could be represented by a probability distribution over sequences in the input alphabet. After the sender has decided on the message he performs a chance experiment with the corresponding probability distribution and actually sends the resulting sequence. Randomized decoding is defined similarly in an obvious way. Randomized codes have been studied to some extent, and further studies are in process. Generally speaking, randomized decoding seems to provide little advantage, but under certain conditions randomized encoding actually helps by either making a longer code possible or by reducing the error. Indeed, the author of [34] states that his general results are valid only under randomized encoding. These results are for arbitrary varying channels, and an explanation of the need for randomized encoding may perhaps be the following. Suppose that there is a rational malevolent being, the "jammer" say, who chooses the arbitrarily varying cpf's so as to make communication between sender and receiver as difficult as possible. The utility of randomized encoding seems to be to protect the sender against the jammer. Even when the jammer knows the message to be sent, if he doesn't know the actual sequence which will represent it he may not be able to choose the sequence of cpf's which will most efficiently jam it. No such utility accrues to randomized decoding, and the sender can do best by voting for the message with the highest probability. (This is not strictly correct in the present model. The messages to be sent are chosen
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arbitrarily and one cannot speak of the a posteriori probability of a message after the resulting chance sequence has been received. However, intuitively this is near enough, and it will be made precise in the next paragraph but one.) This discussion also points up the difference between two channels, each with arbitrarily varying cpf's (from letter to letter). In one channel the jammer knows the actual sequence being sent before it is sent, in the other he knows only the probability distribution over input sequences. Naturally the capacity of the second channel is not less than the capacity of the first channel. The information theory literature is sometimes not entirely mathematically precise and such distinctions are often made only implicitly. It is likely that \( [34] \) treats the second channel; \( [84] \) certainly treats the first.

The preceding remarks suggest that some problems in information theory should be viewed as zero-sum two-person games between the sender (and receiver) and the jammer. Indeed, the form of the capacities in the several forms of the compound (stationary) channel, i.e. max inf and inf max of the "information function" in the above definitions of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), suggest a game-theoretic background to the problem. A number of writers have made more or less positive assertions about this, but no specific proof of any coding theorem or any other important fact by game-theoretic methods is available in the literature. If there is an essential, non-trivial, and meaningful connection between the two theories it would be very interesting and useful to establish it precisely; it might well lead to further results in coding theory. In several papers correlated encoding and decoding has been used. Here the sender, before transmitting any
message, chooses a code at random, communicates the result of his random experiment to the receiver, and then sends the message according to the code selected. This procedure is repeated at each message. It seems to the writers that this procedure cannot seriously be considered as reflecting anything remotely resembling actual communication. Surely it is vastly more complicated for the sender to transmit to the receiver the designation of the code which is the outcome of the chance experiment than it is to transmit the message itself. Yet a new code must be transmitted with each message! No doubt, problems involving correlated encoding and decoding have mathematical interest.

In most papers in information theory, especially those written by engineers, it is assumed that the message to be sent is itself chosen at random (usually with equal probability for each message). When this is so one can speak of the a posteriori probability of a message, after it has been passed through the channel and the chance sequence received. Naturally the average error is then minimized if the decoder decides that the message sent is the one with the largest a posteriori probability; this is called maximum likelihood decoding. Maximum likelihood decoding is simple and unambiguous only if there is only one cpf for the channel. If there is more than one cpf then different messages can have maximum a posteriori probability according to different cpf's and often a difficult theory is needed for a decision. Returning to the first and basic case studied, that of a dmc with a single cpf, the fact is that the two cases, that of average error with the message chosen by a (known or unknown) random mechanism, and that
of maximum error with messages chosen arbitrarily, are essentially the same. This is also true of many other channels. This fact contradicts the statement, made by some very great mathematicians and widely believed in engineering circles, that no theory is possible without knowing the statistics of the (randomly chosen) message. For example, the theory developed in Chapters 3 and 4 of [15] neither assumes the existence of a random mechanism for choosing messages nor makes any use of it.

A number of writers have stated, mostly without proof, that there is a basic and meaningful connection between information theory and the theory of statistical inference, and some of them have attempted formally to set up a theory which would exhibit this putative connection. It seems to us that to establish a basic and meaningful connection between two theories requires either that one obtain a common framework from which one can derive some of the basic theorems in both theories, or that one derive important old or new theorems in one theory by use of theorems or methods of the other. By this essential standard no meaningful connection between information theory and the theory of statistical inference has yet been established. Of course this does not prove that no such connection exists.

Some references for this section:

[3], [4], [11], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [23], [28], [29], [34], [35], [37], [47], [69], [70], [73], [76], [80], [81], [82], [84], [92], [95], [102], [104], [105], [123], [145], [154], [156], [157], [171], [176], [177], [178], [180], [182], [189], [194], [195], [198].
3. **Error bounds. Sequential decoding.**

Suppose given a dmc with capacity C. Let $0 < R < C$ and consider all codes of word length $n$ and code length $2^{nR}$ for this channel. (In such a case one is said to be transmitting at "rate" $R$.) It is not difficult to show that there exists two positive numbers, say $D_1$ and $D_2$, such that, among these codes, there exist one for which $\lambda$, the maximum error of decoding any word, satisfies $\lambda < D_1 \exp \{-nD_2\}$; this is summarized by saying that the error decays exponentially (with $n$). It is true for most channels, not only the dmc, and probably all channels of practical importance, that the error decays exponentially with $n$. The proof of this is usually quite simple and requires only an almost trivial modification of the proof of the coding theorem. An intuitive explanation is perhaps this: The codes we are considering are of such small length (approximately $2^{-n(C-R)}$ of the length they could have for a fixed $\lambda$) that there are great gaps among the different $u_i$'s, and they can be distinguished (decoded) by the decoder with very great accuracy. Exponential decay of error is essentially due to the fact that the probability that the mean $\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} X_i$ of independent, identically distributed chance variables $X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n$, shall exceed any fixed number larger than than their common expected value, decreases exponentially with $n$.

The school of electrical engineers working in information theory, whose intellectual center is the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, regards the determination of the best (i.e., largest possible) $D_2$ as one of the principal and most important problems of information theory. Determinations of bounds on $D_1$ is
considered of negligible importance. The reason given for the importance of the problem is that the complexity of the apparatus for coding and decoding goes up, roughly speaking, exponentially with \( n \), so that it is important to know the smallest \( n \) for which one can achieve a desired rate \( R \) and a desired (usually small) upper bound on the error. Even for the dmc the problem is of formidable difficulty. Previous attempts consisted of using randomized coding theorem to get a lower bound on \( D_2 \) and sphere packing methods* to get an upper bound. It was thought that these two bounds agreed over a certain range of \( R \), so that \( D_2 \) was determined for this range, but errors were found in the arguments. A recent new effort has succeeded in determining \( D_2 \) for part of the range of \( R \). The argument is difficult and does not seem to lend itself to intuitive description or summary. At least that part of it which gives a lower bound on \( D_2 \) can be carried over with little change to many other channels. The value of \( D_2 \) for all \( R \) is as yet unknown, although approximations are available.

We now turn to another subject of major investigation among engineers, sequential decoding. This is one of the most beautiful of all ideas in coding theory and one of the most important for practical application. Unfortunately for the mathematician, it does not seem to lend itself to elegant mathematical theorems. Even an approximate description of the method would require essentially the reproduction of at least a short paper on the subject or the reproduction of the appropriate

* for a description of these methods see, e.g. [4] p. 227
chapter of a book. This is impossible for us, but perhaps the following lines will help to form some idea.

The actual application of the codes hitherto discussed would always occur in connection with a computer. The code would be stored in the computer and the latter would be indispensable in both encoding and decoding; the latter process requires many more computations than the first. The volume of material to be stored and the number of operations to be performed increase exponentially with $n$ and soon exceed the capacity of even very large modern computers. This raises the problem of finding methods which can be carried out practically. Sequential decoding is intended to be such a method.

We pause for a moment for an intuitive discussion of what makes efficient coding. If the transmission of any one letter is repeated a sufficient number of times then, except in certain obvious special cases, the decoder (receiver) can identify the letter being sent with a probability as close to one as desired. In this way any desired message could be transmitted with any desired degree of accuracy. The trouble with this naive method is that it is grossly inefficient; in terms of our previous parameters, for given $\lambda$ and $R$ an enormous $n$ is generally required. What makes for efficient decoding are the differences between entire words rather than between individual letters; the letters of a word reinforce each other, so to speak, so that even if several letters are misunderstood the entire pattern still remains clear. This is called "redundancy," as distinct from simple repetition. For a homely example, consider the problem of reading
every letter of a manuscript written in poor handwriting. If the reader is familiar with the subject or even the language he can often reconstruct illegible letters or words from the context. This is impossible if what is written is made up of nonsense syllables or material in a completely unknown language. (Although in the latter case one can start looking for patterns (i.e., redundant elements) as crypto-analysts do.) The idea of sequential decoding is to introduce redundancy into the decoding of individual letters, while avoiding the construction of codes which require the storage of, and calculation with, exponentially many sequences. We should emphasize, however, that there is not just one method of sequential decoding, but a number of variations. We shall describe a typical, but by no means unique, method.

In the basic and simplest description of sequential decoding it is assumed that the channel is binary symmetric and that one has the problem of reproducing a stream (doubly-infinite sequence) of chance "information" digits which take the values 0 and 1 with equal probability, all independently of each other. (A binary symmetric channel reproduces each of the two digits correctly with probability $1-p$, say, and reverses the digits with probability $p$.) Suppose that the digits actually realized are $..., m_{-1}, m_0, m_1, ...$. Let $m$ and $k$ be integers, and suppose that the rate $R = \frac{1}{m}$, and that $mk$ is the "constraint length". Each information digit will be coded into $m$ digits which are then transmitted over the channel. Each of these $m$ digits is a linear combination of
the information digit being sent, say \( m_0 \), and its \((k-1)\) immediate predecessors, \( m_{-1}, \ldots, m_{-(k-1)} \). Hence the "effect" of any information digit extends over \( mk \) digits, transmitted and received, and one does not decode this information digit until \( mk \) digits have been received; this delay is a price paid for using the method. The decoder is now supposed to know the preceding \((k-1)\) information digits. (He has decoded them correctly with very high probability.) He begins a search which will end in decoding the current information digit. This search is impossible to describe under our present limitations. It is based on the fact that, with very high probability (depending upon \( mk \)) the "distance" (this depends on the particular sequential decoding procedure) between the received sequence of \( mk \) digits and a transmitted sequence of \( mk \) digits which corresponds to any information sequence \( \bar{m}_0, m'_1, \ldots, m'_k \), where \( \bar{m}_o \) is the digit different from \( m_0 \), is large. By good sequential decoding procedures one can relatively quickly eliminate as possibilities all sequences which start with \( \bar{m}_o \), with a small probability of error. Here "relatively quickly" refers to the average number of required searches and computations as compared to the probability of error. The above description is very very crude and incomplete, as any description of this brevity must be, and at best can only give an inkling of the flavor of this beautiful idea.

The published results in the literature of sequential decoding consist of descriptions of different schemes, and the
theorems are statements about the expected number of computations needed by the scheme under certain conditions and the probability of error in decoding. These results are often clever and ingenious and considerable difficulties have to be surmounted in obtaining them. Unfortunately for the mathematicians, the theorems are almost never elegant, as are the theorems in the Shannon theory. There are no clear cut proofs that a certain procedure is optimal. Perhaps these will still come.

We close this section with a brief description of a totally different and also very clever idea. Consider a channel with feedback where independent, identically distributed Gaussian errors are added to each transmitted signal, and \( \frac{1}{n} \) times the sum of the squares of the \( n \) signals which represent a word is bounded above by a given constant (the "average power"). According to this idea the message is coded into an arbitrary but fixed manner into one of a set of equally spaced points of an interval, and this point (number) is transmitted; this is the first of the sequence of \( n \) signals which will be used to transmit the message. The \( i \)th transmitted signal, \( i = 2, \ldots, n \), is a suitably chosen linear function of the message and all previously received signals. The decoding of the message after the \( n \)th received signal is also very simple: one decodes the message sent as the one corresponding to that one of the equally spaced points which is nearest to the \( n \)th received signal. It has been proved that this method is optimal in a very natural and reasonable sense, and it is clear
from the description that it involves a minimum of encoding and decoding computations. Unfortunately, it possesses one very serious drawback. If $n$ is sufficiently large the probability is very close to one that at least one of the signals will require for its transmission an amount of power (i.e., the square of the signal) which exceeds any fixed bound (and hence the "capacity" of the instrument).
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Shannon [148] and other writers have studied the following problem: An (infinite) sequence of information digits, i.e., values taken by a sequence of chance variables with a known distribution (the chance variables are usually independently and identically distributed, but this is not essential) are produced by a source. After the source has produced $n$ digits the latter are coded into a sequence of $n'$ digits; this sequence is transmitted over a noisy channel, and the received $n'$-sequence is decoded into a sequence of $n$ information digits. (The actual formulation is slightly more general).

There is a "fidelity criterion" which measures the 'distortion' between the sequence of $n$ digits thus decoded and the sequence of $n$ digits produced by the source. The results obtained in the theory deal with such questions as the minimal ratio $n'/n$ needed so that the distortion not exceed a given bound, and the geometric problem of the minimum number of $n$-sequences of information digits needed to 'span' the space of such sequences of information digits to within a specified bound on the distortion. We shall not describe these results. Instead, we shall describe the generalization of the above model whose study has been a major occupation of the Russian school of information theorists, and shall describe a typical and important result of the Russian school about this model.
Let \((\xi^t, \eta^t), \ldots, (\xi^T, \eta^T)\) be a sequence of chance variables, the pair \((\xi^t, \eta^t)\) being defined on the probability space \((\Omega^t, \mathcal{B}^t, P^t)\) with values in the measure spaces \((X^t, \mathcal{B}^t_X)\) and \((Y^t, \mathcal{B}^t_Y)\), respectively. The information of this pair \((\xi^t, \eta^t)\) relative to each other is defined by

\[
I(\xi^t, \eta^t) = \int_{X^t \times Y^t} \log \frac{f_{\xi \eta}^t(x,y)}{f_{\xi}^t(x) f_{\eta}^t(y)} \, dx \, dy
\]

where \(f_{\xi \eta}^t\) is the joint probability distribution of \((\xi^t, \eta^t)\) determined by \(P^t\), and \(f_{\xi}^t\) is the density of \(\xi^t\) with respect to \(P_{\xi}^t\), the product of the marginal measures. It is always supposed that the integral in \(I\) is finite, so that \(f_{\xi \eta}^t\) is finite with probability one. One denotes \(\log f_{\xi \eta}^t\) by \(\log f_{\xi \eta}^t\) and calls it the information density. The sequence \((\xi^t, \eta^t)\) is called information stable if, for all \(t\) sufficiently large, \(I^t(\xi, \eta) > 0\) and

\[
\frac{1}{I^t(\xi^t, \eta^t)} I^t(\xi^t, \eta^t)
\]

converges stochastically to one.

Let \((X, \mathcal{B}_X)\) and \((Y, \mathcal{B}_Y)\) be two measure spaces, respectively the space of input messages and output messages. Let \(\mathcal{P}\) be a given set of distributions \(\mathcal{P}_{\xi,\eta}\) of chance variables \(\xi, \eta\) with values
in $X \times X$, such that the marginal distributions of $\xi$ are all the same. This set is called the message $\{W\}$, and $p_\xi$ is called the distribution of the input message. Any pair $(\xi, \xi')$ of chance variables whose joint distribution belongs to $W$ is said to satisfy the conditions of reproduction $W$. Without loss of much generality one limits one's self to $W$ defined as follows:

Suppose given real functions $p_1(x, \xi')$, $i = 1, \ldots, M$, defined on $X \times X$ and measurable with respect to the $\sigma$-algebra $\mathcal{S}_X \times \mathcal{S}_{\xi'}$ and an $M$-dimensional set $\bar{W}$. $W$ consists of all distributions $p_{\xi, \xi'}$ (with the same marginal distribution of $\xi$) for which the vector whose $i$th component, $i = 1, \ldots, M$, is

$$E_{p}(\xi, \xi')$$

belongs to $\bar{W}$. The message entropy with accuracy of reproduction $W$ is defined to be

$$H(W) = \inf_{W} I(\xi, \xi').$$

The sequence of messages $\{W^t\}$ is called information stable if there exists an information stable sequence of pairs $(\xi^t, \xi'^t)$ such that the $t$th pair satisfies the condition of reproduction $W^t$ and

$$\lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{I(\xi^t, \xi'^t)}{H(W^t)} = 1.$$
The problem of obtaining general sufficient conditions for the information stability of a sequence of messages is bound up with the problem of obtaining sufficiently general conditions for the information stability of a sequence of pairs of chance variables.

Let \((Y, S_Y)\) and \((\tilde{Y}, S_{\tilde{Y}})\) be two measure spaces which serve as the space of input signals and space of output signals, respectively. Let \(C(y, \tilde{A}), y \in Y, \tilde{A} \in S_{\tilde{Y}},\) be a transition function such that a) for fixed \(y, C(y, \cdot)\) is a probability measure on \(S_{\tilde{Y}},\) b) for fixed \(\tilde{A} \in S_{\tilde{Y}}, C(\cdot, \tilde{A})\) is measurable with respect to the \(\sigma\)-algebra \(S_Y.\) Let \(V\) be a given set of probability distributions on \((Y \times \tilde{Y}, S_Y \times S_{\tilde{Y}}).\) The system consisting of \(Y, \tilde{Y}, C,\) and \(V\) is called "the transmitter" and will be denoted for brevity by \(\{C, V\}\). The chance variables \(\eta, \tilde{\eta}\) with values in \(Y\) and \(\tilde{Y},\) respectively, are "connected by the transmitter \(\{C, V\}\)" if their joint distribution belongs to \(V\) and for any \(\tilde{A} \in S_{\tilde{Y}}\) the conditional probability

\[
P[\tilde{\eta} \in \tilde{A} | \eta] = C(\eta, \tilde{A})
\]

with probability one. Again, without loss of much generality, one limits one's self to sets \(V\) defined as follows:

Suppose given real functions \(X_i(y, \tilde{y}), i = 1, \ldots, N,\) defined on \(Y \times \tilde{Y},\) and an \(N\)-dimensional set \(\tilde{V}.\) The set \(V\) of distributions consists of all distributions of the pair \((\eta, \tilde{\eta})\) such that the
vector whose \( i \) th component, \( i = 1, \ldots, N \), is

\[ E \eta_1(\eta, \tilde{\eta}), \]

is in \( \bar{V} \). When the \( \eta_1 \) depend only on \( y \) the constraint imposed by \( V \) is on the input signal only. The capacity of the transmitter \( \{ Q, V \} \) is defined to be

\[ C(Q, V) = \sup_{V} I(\eta, \tilde{\eta}). \]

The sequence of transmitters \( \{ Q^t, V^t \} \) is said to be information stable if there exists an information stable sequence of pairs of chance variables \( (\eta_t, \tilde{\eta}_t) \) such that the \( t \) th pair is connected by the \( t \) th transmitter and such that

\[ \lim_{t \to \infty} \frac{I(\eta_t, \tilde{\eta}_t)}{C(Q^t, V^t)} = 1 \]

All published results concern themselves only with information stable sequences of transmitters.

The message \( \{ W \} \) is said to be transmissible by means of the transmitter \( \{ Q, V \} \) if there exists a sequence of four chance variables \( (r, \eta, \tilde{\eta}, \tilde{r}) \) such that: a) this sequence is a Markov chain b) the pair \((\tilde{\eta}, \tilde{\eta})\) satisfies the conditions of reproduction \( V \) c) the pair \((q, \tilde{r})\) is connected by the transmitter \( \{ Q, V \} \). The intuitive meaning of the above is as follows:
The input message is the chance variable \( \xi \) with given distribution \( p_\xi \). The input message \( \xi \) is coded into the input signal \( \eta \), which is sent over the transmitter (channel) and received as \( \hat{\eta} \). Then \( \hat{\eta} \) is decoded into the output message \( \hat{\xi} \). The transmitter is given and \( W \) represents the desired accuracy of reproduction. The conditional probability of \( \eta \), given \( \xi \), is the randomized encoding procedure. The conditional distribution of \( \eta \), given \( \xi \) (i.e., \( \mathbb{P}(\eta | \xi) \)) is the distribution of the received signal. The conditional probability of \( \hat{\eta} \), given \( \hat{\xi} \), is the randomized decoding procedure.

It is easy to prove that a necessary condition that the message \( \{W\} \) be transmissible by means of the transmitter \( \{\eta, V\} \) is that

\[
H(W) = C(\eta, V).
\]

A principal concern of the writers of the Russian school is to prove that, asymptotically and under additional reasonable regularity conditions, this condition is also sufficient. We shall now describe a typical and important result. Let \( \{W_t\} \) be a given sequence of messages and \( \{\xi_t, V_t\} \) a given sequence of transmitters. We define the distance \( r(a, b) \) between two points of the same Euclidean space as the maximum absolute deviation between corresponding components of \( a \) and \( b \). If \( U \) is a set in a Euclidean space let \([U]_e\) denote the set of all
points within an r-distance of at most $\varepsilon$ from some point of $U$.

We now replace $W$ by $[W]_{\varepsilon}$, and call the corresponding message $\{W_0\}$. We also replace $V$ by $[V]_{\varepsilon}$ and call the corresponding

transmitter $\{Q, V_0\}$. We say that the message $\{W\}$ is transmissible by means of the transmitter $\{Q, V\}$ within an event of probability $\varepsilon$, if there exist four chance variables $\xi, \eta, \bar{\eta}, \xi'$ and a fifth chance variable $\bar{\xi}'$, defined on the same space as $\xi$, such that

a) $(\xi, \eta, \bar{\eta}, \xi')$ form a Markov chain

b) $(\xi, \bar{\xi}')$ satisfy the conditions of reproduction $W$

c) the pair $(\eta, \bar{\eta})$ is connected by the transmitter $\{Q, V\}$

d) the probability that $\xi / \xi' \neq \xi', \eta / \eta' \neq \xi'$

is not greater than $\varepsilon$.

Now let $\{W_t\}$ be a given sequence of messages and $\{Q_t, V_t\}$ a given sequence of transmitters, such that

a) $\lim H(W_t) = 0$

b) $\lim \frac{H(W_t)}{C(Q_t, V_t)} < 1$

c) the number $M_t$ of functions $F_t^t$ in the definition of the message and the number $N_t$ of functions $H_t^t$ in the definition of the transmitter are such that, for every $a > 0$,

$$M_t = o \left( \exp \left\{ -a H(W_t) \right\} \right)$$

and

$$N_t = o \left( \exp \left\{ -a C(Q_t, V_t) \right\} \right)$$

d) the sequence of transmitters $\{Q_t, V_t\}$ is information stable

e) for some $\{(\eta_t^t, \bar{\eta}_t^t)\}$, a sequence of pairs with respect to which the sequence $\{Q_t, V_t\}$ is information stable, for some $\delta > 0$ and for every $a > 0$. 

4.7.
\[ \text{max} \quad E \left\{ \left[ \sum_{k=1}^{M} \phi_{k}^{t}(\tilde{q}, \tilde{v}) - \mu_{k}^{t}(\tilde{q}, \tilde{v}) \right]^{1+b} \right\} \]

\[ = o(\exp \left\{ a \mathbb{C}(\tilde{q}^{t}, \tilde{v}^{t}) \right\} ) \]

1) the sequence \( \{W^{t}\} \) is information stable, and

2) for some sequence \( (\tilde{q}^{t}, \tilde{v}^{t}) \) of information stable sequences of chance variables with respect to which \( \{W^{t}\} \) is information stable and which also satisfy the conditions of reproduction \( \{W^{t}\} \),

for some \( b > 0 \) and every \( a > 0 \),

\[ \text{max} \quad \epsilon \left\{ \left| \sum_{k=1}^{M} \phi_{k}^{t}(\tilde{r}, \tilde{z}) - \mu_{k}^{t}(\tilde{r}, \tilde{z}) \right|^{1+b} \right\} \]

\[ = o(\exp \left\{ a \mathbb{M}(W^{t}) \right\} ) \]

Then, for every \( \epsilon > 0 \) there exists a number \( T \) such that for \( t \geq T \) the sequence \( \{W_{c}^{t}\} \) is transmissable by the transmitter \( \{q^{t}, v^{t}\} \) "within an event of probability \( \epsilon \)." Under additional conditions one can eliminate the phrase in quotation marks. One such set of conditions is that each of the sequences \( \{W^{t}\}, \{N^{t}\} \), and

\[ \sup_{k} \sup_{x} \left| \phi_{k}^{t}(x, \tilde{x}) \right| \]

\[ \sup_{k} \sup_{y} \left| \pi_{k}^{t}(y, \tilde{y}) \right| \]

should be bounded.
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